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Motivation Superhighway Construction

Conclusion

Experiments

In modern e-commerce, cross-domain CF is proposed to alleviate data sparsity in 
the  target domain by leveraging information from related source domains. Existing 
methods often pose density prerequisite or require domain-specific knowledge. 
In addition, most methods  report unilateral improvement on the target domain only.

Application: 
• Cross-platform recommender localization 
• Cross-region recommender localization 
• And their converse

Scale superhighway  weight 
to control cross-domain 
sampling likelihood.

Superhighway provides a 
new dimension for aligning 
domains.
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+
Cross-domain CF utilizes 
information in the source 
domain to assist CF in the 
target domain.
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Infer the superhighway 
structure based on shared 
midpoints abiding to a 
smoothness threshold.

Identify shared nodes 
serving as midpoints for 
the highway structure.

Formulation: 
• WOLOG, given a source and a target domain with non-disjoint 

items and disjoint users, superhighway construction seeks to 
enhance cross-domain connectivity by inferring cross-domain 
user-user relations based on shared items.

Structure: 
• Highway: existing user-item-user cross-domain metapath 

• Superhighway: user-user cross-domain relation 
　　　　　　inferred from highways

Problem: 
✘  Density prerequisite for the source domain limits the range of addressable problems. 
✘  Pre-compiled knowledge may not exist for a given recommendation scenario. 
     What if nuanced differences in each domains can be used to 

 promote mutual improvement in cross-domain CF?
?

Dataset: 
• Cross-platform movie dataset 

(Movielens—Netflix) 
• Cross-region music dataset 

(KKBOX_R1—KKBOX_R2)

Baseline: 
• Single: CF on target domain only 
• Highway: source and target joined 
• Superhighway: highway with upgrade 
• Pre-train and fine-tune: source then target

Item-based recommendation:  
 
 
 
 
 

• Observation 1: Superhighway improves performance in target domain across setups. 
• Observation 2: Results are unstable for all other compared baselines. 
• Observation 3: Similar results are observed in source domain.
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Table 1: Data statistics

Cross-region music dataset Cross-platform movie dataset

KKBOX_R1 (S) KKBOX_R2 (T) Net�ix (S) Movielens (T)

User 184,607 72,042 480,189 69,878
Item 529,457 87,889 17,779 10,677
Rating 21,961,070 4,473,052 100,480,507 10,000,054
⇤S and T denote the source and target domains, respectively.

usersui 2 ÛS anduj 2 ÛT, where ÛS ✓ US and ÛT ✓ UT are the sets
of candidate users from the source and target domains, respectively.
Consequently, the new graph F (GS,GT), which is more connected
than the naively joined graph GS [ GT, can then be used for CF.
The candidate user sets ÛS and ÛT mentioned above are de�ned as

Ûd =

(
u
�����u 2 Ud ,

|N (u) \ Ĩ |
|N (u) | � �

)
, (1)

where d 2 {S,T}, N (u) is the set of neighbors of u, and � is the
prede�ned smoothness threshold.

While many proposed cross-domain CF methods approach the
data sparsity problem by directly enriching the compared neigh-
borhood (e.g., the user-item relations in each domain), we instead
enhance cross-domain connectivity. Speci�cally, we establish super-
highways between users from each of the candidate sets de�ned in
Eq. (1), resulting additional |ÛS | ⇥ |ÛT | superhighways. The weight
between each pair of users is de�ned as

w = � ⇥ |N (ui ) \N (uj ) |, (2)

where ui 2 ÛS,uj 2 ÛT, and � is the scaling factor for the strength
of domain alignment. Notice superhighways are kept weighted to
provide �ne-grained alignment between the source domain and the
target domain.

3 EXPERIMENTS
In order to validate the e�ectiveness of the proposed superhigh-
way construction on cross-domain collaborative �ltering (CF), we
conducted query-based recommendation [1] and used items as
queries. Our experiments employ two sets of real-world cross-
domain datasets: 1) KKBOX_R1–KKBOX_R2, a cross-region music
dataset (R denotes region); 2) Movielens–Net�ix, a cross-platform
movie dataset. The statistics of the datasets are listed in Table 1. The
cross-domain datasets are organized into three structures for train-
ing: 1) single: denoting the original target domain, GT; 2) highway:
denoting the naive concatenation of the source and target domains,
GS [GT; and 3) superhighway: denoting the naive concatenation
augmented with superhighways to enhance cross-domain connec-
tivity, F (GS [GT). With these three structures, models (i.e., user
and item embedding) are trained using traditional matrix factor-
ization and two network embedding algorithms: DeepWalk [4]
and HPE [1]. In addition, transfer learning is conducted for the
single structure via pre-training on the source domain and then
�ne-tuning on the target domain [5]. For each algorithm, we also
�nd the best combination of � and � in the interval of (0.0, 1.0] and
[0.5, 1.5], respectively, with 0.1 increment.

Table 2 compares the performance on the target domain of the
above three structures. Note that most models perform worse when

Table 2: Recommendation performance (MAP@10)

MF DeepWalk HPE

Single (Pretrained) 30.4 (30.3) 19.6 (22.2) 14.2 (27.8)
Music Highway 30.5 0.193 0.2

Superhighway 32.4 22.6 31.1

Single (Pretrained) 5.5 (5.3) 2.8 (1.7) 4.2 (6.3)
Movie Highway 1.4 2.0 0.014

Superhighway 6.8 4.0 7.4

training on the highway structure than on the single structure;
this phenomenon is likely due to the naive combination of the two
domains actually aggravates data sparsity in the system, demon-
strating the mere introduction of transferable knowledge is insu�-
cient. In contrast, the superhighway structure reduces data sparsity
and facilitates structural alignment between the source and the
target domains by enhancing cross-domain connectivity, thereby
creating a mutually enriching relationship. Hence, superhighway
improves CF-based recommendation across all algorithms, making
it widely applicable. In addition, it is worth noting that superhigh-
way, as a user-user relation, does not enrich item neighborhood.
Therefore, the improvement in matrix factorization suggests super-
highways “bypass” the data sparsity problem in cross-domain CF,
addressing the problem indirectly by enhancing the connectivity
of the cross-domain system. Moreover, as traditional cross-domain
improvements are often directional, i.e., source domains facilitate
target domains, superhighway also improves recommendation per-
formances on source domains; e.g., HPE improves from 2.1 to 4.4
for the music dataset and from 4.4 to 4.6, for the movie dataset.

4 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes an explicit relation-enrichment procedure, su-
perhighway construction, to bypass data sparsity in single-domain
collaborative �ltering by enhancing cross-domain connectivity us-
ing self-contained inference. In our approach, superhighways are
generated based on suitable (interaction smoothness) highways and
then scaled for domain space alignment. According to the results
form cross-region music dataset and cross-platform movie dataset,
the constructed superhighways not only facilitate improvements
across all tested models but also lead to improvements in the source
domains, making it widely applicable.
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Remarks: 
• Superhighway … 

✓  poses no density prerequisite 
✓  leverages in-system information only 
✓  shows improvement in the source domain 

• Superhighway achieves improvement not through 
intra-domain interactions, thus bypass data sparsity. 

• Experiments verify the effectiveness of superhighway 
in cross-platform and cross-region recommendations.

Takeaway: 
• Cross-domain connectivity enhancement may be a 

worthy approach to address cross-domain CF due 
to its undirected and self-contained property.
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Table 1: Data statistics

Cross-region music dataset Cross-platform movie dataset

KKBOX_R1 (S) KKBOX_R2 (T) Net�ix (S) Movielens (T)

User 184,607 72,042 480,189 69,878
Item 529,457 87,889 17,779 10,677
Rating 21,961,070 4,473,052 100,480,507 10,000,054
⇤S and T denote the source and target domains, respectively.

usersui 2 ÛS anduj 2 ÛT, where ÛS ✓ US and ÛT ✓ UT are the sets
of candidate users from the source and target domains, respectively.
Consequently, the new graph F (GS,GT), which is more connected
than the naively joined graph GS [ GT, can then be used for CF.
The candidate user sets ÛS and ÛT mentioned above are de�ned as

Ûd =

(
u
�����u 2 Ud ,

|N (u) \ Ĩ |
|N (u) | � �

)
, (1)

where d 2 {S,T}, N (u) is the set of neighbors of u, and � is the
prede�ned smoothness threshold.

While many proposed cross-domain CF methods approach the
data sparsity problem by directly enriching the compared neigh-
borhood (e.g., the user-item relations in each domain), we instead
enhance cross-domain connectivity. Speci�cally, we establish super-
highways between users from each of the candidate sets de�ned in
Eq. (1), resulting additional |ÛS | ⇥ |ÛT | superhighways. The weight
between each pair of users is de�ned as

w = � ⇥ |N (ui ) \N (uj ) |, (2)

where ui 2 ÛS,uj 2 ÛT, and � is the scaling factor for the strength
of domain alignment. Notice superhighways are kept weighted to
provide �ne-grained alignment between the source domain and the
target domain.

3 EXPERIMENTS
In order to validate the e�ectiveness of the proposed superhigh-
way construction on cross-domain collaborative �ltering (CF), we
conducted query-based recommendation [1] and used items as
queries. Our experiments employ two sets of real-world cross-
domain datasets: 1) KKBOX_R1–KKBOX_R2, a cross-region music
dataset (R denotes region); 2) Movielens–Net�ix, a cross-platform
movie dataset. The statistics of the datasets are listed in Table 1. The
cross-domain datasets are organized into three structures for train-
ing: 1) single: denoting the original target domain, GT; 2) highway:
denoting the naive concatenation of the source and target domains,
GS [GT; and 3) superhighway: denoting the naive concatenation
augmented with superhighways to enhance cross-domain connec-
tivity, F (GS [GT). With these three structures, models (i.e., user
and item embedding) are trained using traditional matrix factor-
ization and two network embedding algorithms: DeepWalk [4]
and HPE [1]. In addition, transfer learning is conducted for the
single structure via pre-training on the source domain and then
�ne-tuning on the target domain [5]. For each algorithm, we also
�nd the best combination of � and � in the interval of (0.0, 1.0] and
[0.5, 1.5], respectively, with 0.1 increment.

Table 2 compares the performance on the target domain of the
above three structures. Note that most models perform worse when

Table 2: Recommendation performance (MAP@10)

MF DeepWalk HPE

Single (Pretrained) 30.4 (30.3) 19.6 (22.2) 14.2 (27.8)
Music Highway 30.5 0.193 0.2

Superhighway 32.4 22.6 31.1

Single (Pretrained) 5.5 (5.3) 2.8 (1.7) 4.2 (6.3)
Movie Highway 1.4 2.0 0.014

Superhighway 6.8 4.0 7.4

training on the highway structure than on the single structure;
this phenomenon is likely due to the naive combination of the two
domains actually aggravates data sparsity in the system, demon-
strating the mere introduction of transferable knowledge is insu�-
cient. In contrast, the superhighway structure reduces data sparsity
and facilitates structural alignment between the source and the
target domains by enhancing cross-domain connectivity, thereby
creating a mutually enriching relationship. Hence, superhighway
improves CF-based recommendation across all algorithms, making
it widely applicable. In addition, it is worth noting that superhigh-
way, as a user-user relation, does not enrich item neighborhood.
Therefore, the improvement in matrix factorization suggests super-
highways “bypass” the data sparsity problem in cross-domain CF,
addressing the problem indirectly by enhancing the connectivity
of the cross-domain system. Moreover, as traditional cross-domain
improvements are often directional, i.e., source domains facilitate
target domains, superhighway also improves recommendation per-
formances on source domains; e.g., HPE improves from 2.1 to 4.4
for the music dataset and from 4.4 to 4.6, for the movie dataset.

4 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes an explicit relation-enrichment procedure, su-
perhighway construction, to bypass data sparsity in single-domain
collaborative �ltering by enhancing cross-domain connectivity us-
ing self-contained inference. In our approach, superhighways are
generated based on suitable (interaction smoothness) highways and
then scaled for domain space alignment. According to the results
form cross-region music dataset and cross-platform movie dataset,
the constructed superhighways not only facilitate improvements
across all tested models but also lead to improvements in the source
domains, making it widely applicable.
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Control factor: 
• Ensure data smoothness during highway upgrade via: 

• Enhance “domain stitching” effect of superhighway via:
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